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1.

What nethods
have been developed
for maximizing
return
on development
costs 2 including plan_
for computer utilization, and for evaluating
the contributions of computers to increased productivity?
Are there
efflclencles in the purP_.h_e
of application programs as compared with
development in-house?

2.

What has been the impact on efficiency of
s_ Specialized Operating Systems Software?
b.
Data Base Mansge_ent Systels?

3.

HOW are trade-offs evaluated in choosing between
a. redoing existing programs for iwproved ccmputer efflcien_y, and
b. using the ssme resources to c_terize
operations being carried
on manually?

_.

How are
a.
b.

charges
allocated
by line
of business
for
unused cemputer capacity?
pl-,_4ng and development for future hardware
operating systems software?

acquisitions

and

MR. ROBERT J. JO_NSEN:
Considering the hundreds of millions of dollars that
have been projected for purchases of coBputers and software packages over the
next decade, the millions currently invesl_d in computers and software, and
the additional millions spent on operati_
costs_ it is imperative that stress
he put on increasing the efficiency of c_ter
operations.
It is no longer
possible simply to say that ccurputers save money because it is ches_r
to do a
Job on a computer than to do it manually.
Co_ter
operations in insurance
companies are now of such size and account for such a large proportion of the
c_any's
expenses that an increase in the efficiency of its cc_uter
operations is more and more financially important.
Our speakers will give you the benefit of their experience with their own
computer operations.
All three are in key positions where they can keep track
of c_._ter
costs
and uses
and can try to increase
efficiency
of their
operations.
Mr. Murch's ccaRents in particular are pertinent with respect to cost
control.
Our hope is that you will 8o out of this session a little bit better
equipped to increase the efficiency of your own operations.
MR. Q_
J. MAL_SY:
How does one ma_Im_ze the return on development costs?
_he answer is s_cp1_- to do the development quickly and correctly.
Not as sinple though is the process of deciding what is correct and then ensuring that
it is done properly and on time. _he key is to follow a c_uprehensive systels
development methodology.
Sis involves dividing the project into phases such
as feasibility study, basic broad
desi@n, detailed
design, progra.n4E and
module testing, system testing, conversion and cutoverp and finally the followup. be work should be so structured that a specific decision to go ahead, to
recast, or to cancel is made at the end of each of *.,he development phases.
It
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is important that this principle of "creeping cc_m_i1_ment"be remembered and
followed as it is all too easy to waste precious resources by acting too
hastily.
All of this is predicated upon intense user involvement throughout
the process.
There are various "old"
and "new" methods in use for organizing and performing
the development _rk.
One does not have to accept every facet of a method in
order to materially benefit from its usage.
One should become aware of how a
new method solves problems that cn-m_nly arose from the use and abuse of older
methods.
be planning for future computer utilization should be part of the overall
corporate planning process.
This computer planning must take into account new
systems needed and the changing workloads of old ones. The methods used are
highly dependent on the particular corporate planning process and the organizational realities in the various data processing functional areas.
Evaluating the contributions of computers to increased productivity is at best
an inexact science.
One has to cost out the alternative systems (whether
actual or projected) as honestly as possible and then compare costs an_ benefits.
In doing this it is wise to remember that the c_ter
system which
411 best handle a fumction will have a rather different structure and a different set of flexibilities and rigidities than the manual system that best
handles the same function.
Extensions and upgrades of existing computer systems can also have their
relative productivities similarly evaluated.
Any valid comparison must involve equivalent levels of service.
Sources of data for these evaluations and
comparisons include systems development costings, functional cost studies,
time and motion studies, hardware costs, and operating costs. One often forgotten point is that the benefits of newly instituted computer systems came
from two sources, namely the computer generated efficiencies and the reorganization of the application itself.
_e decision to develop in-house or to purchase applications software is
becoming more common as more good software is marketed and organizations
increasingly scrutinize their overall software budget.
By purchasing application software the development costs are in effect spread over many users, and
a debuggod and documented system may be available on short notice.
However,
before buying a good package, one should ask:
I.
2.
3.

_.
5.

Does the package solve our probl_as - or Just the vendor's?
Can the package readily interface with our co_necting systems?
Can the package meet our needs with little or no modification?
(In general, the more the modifications, the less sound is the decision to
acquire. )
Are we prepared to make the necessary effort to learn how to use it
properly - and then so use it?
Are we prepared to ahemlder the mai_namce
loaA me if it were an inhouse developed system, or to pay to have the maintenance done elsewhere?

Specialized Operating System Software can have an effect on efficiency.
For
example, I.B.M. 's Systems Management Facility, an option in some of the important operating systems, produces copious data relating to the Jobs run, the
Job steps, all input/output activity, and so on. This data is used by the
software support group to find out, among other things, the points of critical
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loading of the system.
_is data is usable for tuning the system with respect
to both operating system maintenance and production Job setup. TaPe management systems are another example.
Toese systems schedule production tape
usage, capture pertinent data about tapes when used, keep track of all tapes
owned by the system, and protect taped data from unintentional destruction.
_e efflelencies resulting from tape management system usage show up most in
the computer room itself, but the benefits of better control over and protection of the tape data are widespread.
An example of "application system tuning" may be of interest.
Our individual
policy file is maintained daily on a modified ALIS system r-_-_ng in a _onvirtual machine.
_e file maintenance progrsm structure is a _e
overlay
in which The high-level control logic loads the logic to process each transaction.
_he logic modules for many of the transactions are themselves structured as planned overlays.
_e monthly
run in which
all our Pre-Authorized
Cheque (PAC) cases
are "billed"
took nine hours
when running
in a dedicated
machine.
Considerable
modification
of the list
of transactions
whose logic
is
made core resident and some of the planned overls_ llnk edit structures reduced the time first to seven hours and then to five hours.
After additional
co_e was acquired and one of the more popular transaction modules was expanded
in size so That it had no overlay activlty t the PAC run timing _,as reduced to
three hours despite a somewhat increased work load.
Data Base Mana_elent Systels have an impact on efficiency by allowing an
organization's data to be iDdependent from the 8Plelication systems add progrems that utilize it. _he progrsms can then utilize the data accord/ng to
the logic of the system at hand without being overly concerned about the format or file structure of the data.
Data Base Mans_ement Systels impose an
extra overhead burden on the hardware systel.
However, this burden is made
worthwhile by the increased power, flexibility, and n_Lintslnabillty of the
_pplieation systems that use the data base.
_he benefits of Data Base Management Systems
do not core
e_tcmaticslly.
_he Data Base _m_-tstrator
function
must be properly imple_Hmted and l_maged, the system itself w_st be _mintained,
and the spplieation systems mast use the Data Base Management System efficiently.
It has been said that Data Base Management Systems will impact the
Electronic Data Processing field in the 1980's to the ss_e extent that operating systems have affected the 1970's.
_ere
are a number of different Data
Base Management
Systems
in existence
today.
To choose
one or to choose
none
at all is a significant ecmei_ent.
How does one evaluate
the trade-off
between
redoing
existing
progrmm
for
increased efficiency and using the ss_e resources to computerize m_al
operations?
Although
much technical
input
is usually
required,
the decision
should
be made by a manager who is at a level
high enough to have a sufficient
Perspective of the issues involved.
_e

manager involved

should ask:

i.

With respect to proposals

for rewriting

an existing lyroar_ or system:

a.

Does the system have to react to considerable maintenance activity?
If it does, and if rewriting will improve the understandability,
maintainability, and speed of the system, then rewriting is likely te
be worthwhile.

b.

Will significant

economies

take place?
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Does "tb.e syst_ belong to an earlier generation of hardware?
If so,
it may well be a prime candidate for replacement and upgrading.
In
this case it is best to scrutinize the entire system so that the max_-_ benefit can be extracted from the current technology.

With respect to proposals

for computerizing

manual systems:

Does the marmal syst_a really merit computerization?
_e process of
answering this question should involve a full dialogue between the
epplication area and the data processing are_
b.

3.

If the manual system does not quite merit _chanization
in its own
right, does its inclusion as the cc_leting part of a larger ccmputer
system result in overall economies?
If so, it is a better candidate
for action.

With respect to either type of proposal:
a_

Is the syste_l-supported function slated for expansion or extensive
revision?
If so, careful planning must be done to decide how to best
handle the situation.
_is situation could well move the function
out of the discretionary area and into scheduled development _ork.

b.

Will the syst_ in question be required
is best to leave it alono.

c.

How does the suggested
priorities?

for a long time?

If not, it

activity mesh w_th the other departmental

After the manager has answered the above questions, he can then analyze the
comparative costs and benefits of each competing proposal, and decide what is
to be done and when to do it.
MR. WYT.T,TAMO. BURNS:
My presentation will reflect, for the most part, my
own company's approach and philosophy concerning efficient cc_ter
utilization.
It is important that you understand our organizational structure so
that my coJaents can be interpreted in the enviror_ent of that structure.
Our Life Insurance operation is decentralized into 25 regional office_.
_ose offices are responsible for underwriting_ issue_ service, and claim
activity for the policies assigned to the geographical region.
_e Home
Office has staff functions and a central computer system that services all
regional offices.
All regional offices are comlected to the central syste_n
by a teleprocessing network.
All input to the system is generated in the
regions and transmitted over leased lines, and most transactions tr_xlate
master records on line.
In regard to Topic i, the following is a list of methods that we have used to
maximize return on development costs with a brief co_nent about each method:
i.

Design of Systems for User Efficiency - T_ designing a system, we have
tried to make the input of data as simple and minimal as possible.
Minismou_ts of data and simple format, of course, require more complicated progra_ng.
Simple formats and minimal _uuts
of input data
lessen the chance for human error and place responsibility for editing on
the system.
People needs are reduced and efficiencies result.
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2.

Design of Integrated Systems - We have designed the syste_ so that input
of like or similar data is not duplicated for different uses.
For ex_nple,
data on a new business case would be entered once.
Fr_ that one entry a
Master Record would be established, data for the varlets agency runs would
be developed, and data for various statistical reports would be determined.
Rather than having numerous comfier
runs (30 or 40 as an example) in a
daily system, the number of runs is held to a _n1_t_,
say fifteen.
Obviously, better efficiency and better control result.

3.

An Effective Organizational Structure - _he company is decentralized into
25 administrative regional offices around the country,
be computer system is located in the Home Office.
In the H_e Office we have a staff
organizational structure which has been very effective.
Sere
is a
Procedure Research and Development Group (PRAD) composed of an Office Systems DelD_t
which is responsible for writing office procedures,
approaches_ and methods; an Electronics Research Department which is
responsible for developing specifications on how transactions and applications should be written and what they should do; and an Electronics Systems Department which is responsible for progr_
and implementing
those specifications.
PRAD Depar_ents
all report to the same VicePresident.
The important point is that users are represented by the
Office Systems Department and _ualysts from Office Systems work closely
with those responsible for the progr_,m_ng activity.
This _pproach has
developed excellent rapport between the user department and progr_ng
activity.
_here is a tee_ effort atmosphere,
be result is a very
effective and efficient system.

4.

On Line Systems - Regional Offices in the company are connected to the
central computer by leased lines.
Records are updated on llne. Paper
shuffling has been greatly reduced.
_]lis approach provides fast response
to error situations and tends to eliminate the ccerpounding of errors that
often occur in the batch-oriented type systems.
Direct input without
intermediate coding is also possible in many application=.

5.

Luvolve_ent of User Departments - It is better for user departments to be
involved in the beginning so that the new system provides the desired end
result.
Lack of im_01vement may mean wasted time in rethinking and
redoing.

6.

Modular Design of Programs - We develop modules or what I refer to as
progra_ segments which can be tied together in various conbinations when
developi_
a new co_0uter application.
Take, for exe_ple, the module that
would calculate a policy premium; once that module has been developed and
tested, it will be plugged into any particular transaction, function, or
application that requires a policy premium calculation.
_his approach
m_n_m_ _es progr_g
duplication.

7.

Use of Time-ShariDg Terminals - _]_e use of terainals in the debugging of
application progress has increased efficiency tremendously.
A programmer
may condense as many as five to ten remote debugging sessions into one on
a time-sharir_ termlnal.

8.

Establishment of Objectives and Priorities - Concrete objectives for the
progr_,_ug
departments and a definite list of priorities are essential
to an efficient and orderly operation.
Do not J_uap frcca one effort to
another. Avoid a '_utting out fires" approach by planning and allocating
resources ahead of time. Obviously, this approach takes cooperation from
other disciplines and support from top management.
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9.

Project Coordinator Concept - On any sizable project, a project coordinator is assigned. A project team will be formed with all interested
dep_nts
or parties represented on that project team; it is the proJect coordinator's responslbillty to see that the project stays on time
and all facets of the problem are covered. He does not have a_,_nistrative control of the other project ten members.
He must go through
his own _m4nistratlve
channels if the Job is not being completed in a
proper manner.
_his approach helps overcome the rigidity of the typical
pyramid type of organization.

I0.

"Freeze" Concept - A control point is established in the implementation
schedule after which modifications or changes in specifications for a
particular application are nearly Impossible to have approved.
An
extr_nely critical situation must exist before this rule would be
ignored.
This control point allows one to meet objectives and targets
on time. Just as important, however, is the fact that users are forced
to make decisions early in the g_ne.

II.

Use of a Consolidated Policy Master Record - All data concerning a particular policyholder is located in one record.
Separate policyholder
files are not maintained for different activities.
This is a very
important concept since neither data nor updating is duplicated.
Control, therefore, is better and easier to maintain.

12.

Involvement of People Knowledgeable in Both Data Processing and Life
Insurance - One can do a data processing progr_ing
Job in a better
fashion and more efficient manner if people involved are knowledgeable
not only in data processing_ but also life insurance.
Having an individual knowledgeable in both areas beccnes more and more difficult as
time goes along. An individual who is knowledgeable in both aspects is
a very valuable asset.

13.

Sticking to the Basic Requirements - An operation is much more efficient
and economical if one uses only those parts of operating systems and
other systems that are needed for what is wanted to be accomplished.
Unnecessary
frills should be avoided.
Time is saved in development and
less computer power is needed in operations.
Systems progr_ers
are
not tied up with constant systems monitoring.

lb.

Use of Various Equipment Vendors - Efficiencies can often be realized
purchasing memory and other components from a vendor other than the
vendor who supplies the basic computer.
Costs may be lower and/or
better equipment features may be available.

15.

Purchase of Computer Equipment with Purchase Credits Available - When it
makes economic sense _ one can purchase equipment from a user who has
purchase credits accrued.
The user passes those purchase credits along
to the company upon purchase and one can lease back to that user the
computer system at more favorable rates than the user is currently paying. When the syst_ns are needed by your organization, the systems are
brought in at reduced rental rates to the company as c_npared to Vendor
rental rates. Our company has two systems owned being used by original
users and those systems will be moved into the company in the latter
part of 1977 according to current plans and at a much lower rental
charge than original equipment would carry.

by
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16.

Allowance in Pl_,-_ng for Sufficient Growth and Unexpected Requirements Monitor where the company is going add what facilities will be needed to
handle that growth in the future.
Provide some slack for unexpected
requirements.
_e point here is that even though you ms_ have some
excessive capacity you are not faced with having to interrupt important
projects for a crisis situation, because you have roam to function.
The
approach provides a more orderly and efficient aPProach to x,mn_g
the
current syste_ and developing new applications.

17.

M_Im4zing
Development Costs - Do a good Job of aualyzing the situation
and seeing all its rsmificatlone before you begin.
A detailed set of
progr_Ing
specifications should be developed.
One should try to anticipate all of the questions that will be asked by progran_ers.
Less
errors and less time to develop result.
Try to keep major parts of the system independent.
For exsmple_ in a
teleprocessing syste_ design the system so that either the central computer systemp the teleprocessing network, or the terminal confi_ration
at the end of the network can be changed without any great interruption
of the other involved components.

18.

Involvement of Top Management in the Decision Makir_g - Top management
must realize the r_aifications of decisions or changes in priorities.
Iuvolve_ent is very important in keeping an orderly approach to development of syst_ns.

Now, I will mention some methods we use for evaluating the contributions of
computers to increased productivity.
New business underwriting and issue are
monitored in relation to the number of cases processed per euployee.
Likewise, the number of policies being serviced per service department employee is
monitored and compared to previous experience.
Data processing unit costs are
monitored versus trends of other unit cost figures developed for the company.
Finally, functional unit costs are developed annually and menitored against
inflation, previous company exlDeriel_ee,_
experience of other cc_es.
Let us now consider the efficiencies and inefficiencies of purchased software.
Generally, a software package can be obtained relatively fast compared to
development of a similar package in-house.
Progr_w_lug anything takes a long
time.
Secondly, a software package can be obtained and implemented generally
with less in-house resources devoted to the project.
It seems obvious that
costs should be less since a package supposedly spreads the development costs
over many user organizations.
_1_epurchase of an application _rogram slso
involves opportunity costs.
If an s_plieation is developed in-housep the
opportunity to do sc_e other type of progr_ing
is lost. Perhaps an outside
progr_
can be purchased for couiderably
less money than what could be saved
if the resources to _evelop the same progrma internally could be devoted to
another application.
Finally, there is an advantage in that the vendor generally has more technical expertise on the particular subject compared to the
purchaser of the package.
To develop in-house can mean a long and costly
educational process.
On the other ha_d_ there are disadvantages s_l inefficiencies.
_e software
package purchased _
not be exactly what is wanted or it may not yield the
results one would de_
if he were developi_
his own s_proach from scratch.
'_e vendor ms_ not be responsive to probl_
in the package or he _
be slow
in implementing changes that are required in the software package at s_e
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future date. The ve-d4-g company may not be around at some future date.
The
packa@e _
_e developed on a generelize_ a_proacb to be applicable to many
situations and therefore ms_ be considerably
less efficient compared to one
that could be developed in-house and tailored for the c_auy's
needs.
Last,
_ut very iuportant, integration into the total system of the user company may
be more difficult if not impossible with an outside package.
In regard to Topic 3, our method for deters_In_
what takes priority follow8
these lines. As long as we are providing good service to user departments
and there is staple capacity in the sys_
to service those departments, reprogr_-_-_
takes a very low priority and using the s_ne resources to computerize
operations
being carried on manually has a hi@h priority.
However, if running
out of capacity and/or providing poor service to the user departments is
facing us, the rewriti_
of existing progr_-- or changing or reconfiguring the
syst_, to solve those probele_m w_
move to the top of the l_riority list.
In setting priorities we also consider the expected rate of return on our
investment of resources, the public relations aspect from the viewpoint of the
user department, the agent, and the policyholder, and the requirements of any
new products
that need to be administered.
When reprogr_ng
is proposed, we
also ask whether or not the reprogr_,m_u_ would provide better information to
the policyholder_ the agent, or the user department.
_hese considerations, of course, have to be weighed in the fr_work
able resources to do the Job in the first place.

of avail-

MR. JOHANSEN:
I would llke to interject a couple of co_nents at this point
with regard to operating software. Back in the late '50's and early '60's,
Metropolitan Life developed an English language c_Ller
for its Univacs.
Then the Company switched to Honeywell 80O's which used transistors.
The
compiler was modified and the Company continued to use English language and
the old programs.
As we went from 800's to Honeywell
1800's to 8200's, our
co_ter
experts _ified
the Honeywell operating systems and the compiler
Consequently the ss_e progr_s
could be used in going frc_ one cc_puter system
to another. _here was an obvious increase in efficiency in that higher
powered machines could be used without redoing existing progrs_s.
It is
important to note that all these machines were tape oriented.
This idea is very attractive and Metropolitan would like to be able at the
present tlu_ to move progralU
from one _umfacturer's
computer to another's
but without having to modify the prograsm becm_se of the underlying software
change.
Our c_ter
people have developed what is termed a DMI, a Data
Management
Interface,
to be used between
the computer's
operating
system
and
the data processin_
spplication
progran
- the insurance
program.
The DMI
would also
be used between
the insurance
progran
and a Data Base Management
System.
The purpose is to avoid rewriting programs because of changes in
equilment or a change in the Data Base Management System.
It effectively
isolates the progra_er
i_
being concerned with Input/Output or record
fields.
_M_pose you have a policy file with defined fields and have programs written
• o operate on it. _en
suppose you add a new plan which requires that your
policy file have a new field.
Generally you would have to modify all ycatr
progr_u, but with the DMI this is not necessary.
You can ignore the fact of
the field change 8_ _ust modify those progrs_s that reference the new field.
It has given Metrol_olltan a tremendous boost in programming efficiency.
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Just to illustrate the DMI operation:
a new Data Base Manageaent System was
installed a short time ago - IRM's Amigos.
Modifications were _e
in the DMI
and no program changes were necessary.
We checked out Amlgos on one program a Check-o-Matic program - and found we achieved a 20 percent reduction in time.
For a company the size of Metropolitan this amounted to $55,000 on an annual
basis.
Some of these efficiencies do add up.
MR. A. DOUGLAS MURCH:
In the field of insurance sd_Inistrative operations,
improving productivity usually means handling more work with fewer people, or
with much less than a proportionate increase in people.
I think _st of us
would agree that, of all tools that exist for i_roving productivity, the co_purer is the most powerful.
Broadly speaking, there are two methods by which co_ters
are used to improve
productivity in aa_luistrative operations.
I will refer to these as Method I
and Method 2:
Method i consists of developing and installing new or expanded computer
a_plications, which result in transferring work from people to machines.
_nis tends to reduce clerical staff and salary-related expenses, although
it tends to increase program development and maintenance staff, and machinerelated expenses.
Method 2 consists of improving the efficiency of computer operations and
systems.
This tends to increase the smount of useful work performed by a
given computer installation, and thus tends to reduce unit costs for work
performed by computer.
Our topics for discussion this afternoon span both Method I and Method 2. I
stress the distinction between the two methods because, for many years, there
was a tendency in mest companies towards almost exclusive concern with Method
i, on the assumption that equil_aent and software improvements by vendors, plus
natural initiatives by the data processing staff, would take care of Method 2.
However, as cca_anies have developed large c_pater
workloads, annual costs of
computer operations have risen, and more and more companies have come to realize that substantial opportunities for productivity improvement exist through
Method 2.
Maintaining proper emphasis on Method 2 efficiency improvements is sumetimes
difficult.
Most outside pressures on computer systems staffs are for more
projects of the Method i type. Mest outside pressures on c_puter
operations
managers are for maintaining high standards of service and quality, rather
than for making Method 2 efficiency improvements.
I will describe in brief, simplified terms a few mechanics
the Prudential
uses to encourage efficiency improvements of both Method I and Method 2 types.
These are very much integrated with our overall expense management and budgetary processes, and so I need a w_rd of explanation about expense control
before we proceed.
budgete_, expenses in Prudential are classified into what we call
Activities . Each Activity includes all types of budgeted emx, ase - salaries,
benefits, rent, telephone and telegraph, postage, machine expense, and so on and it includes all expenses incurred for the Activity in Regional Home
Offices as well as the Corporate Office.
There is accountabilit_
expense results by Organization.
We also name an "Activity Head
charge of expense control for each Activity.

for Activity
who is in
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Be Activities are defined either along major functional, or else branch of
business, lines.
While we have over 20 Activities, the two Activities most
relevant to our discussion today are
first, the Individual Insurance Administration Activity, which includes
home office administrative operations for individual life and health insurance, from underwriting through claim, for a 1976 budget of $13k million,
and
second, Data Processing, which includes expenses for operating all of our
c_puter
centers throughout the Company, for a 1976 budget of _O million.
I am the Activity Head for both these Activities.
It is my responsibility to
establish budgetary "guidelines" or "constraints" each year for each organization throughout the Company which incurs expense for these Activities, to
follow for budget variances during the year, and in general to exercise Corporate responsibility for the expense performance of these Activities.
In the Data Processing Activity, we include all expenses incurred in operating
our computer centers - equipment, manpower, supplies, space and other expenses.
be Data Processing Activity does no__tinclude salary-related costs for development and maintenance of computer applications.
This is charged to the various
other Activities± depending on the purpose of the particular application.
For exsmple, the Individual Insurance Administration Activity includes this
salary-related systems development and maintenance expenses for systems related to Home Office administration of individual life and health insurance.
_he Group Insurance Activities include it for development and maintenance of
Group Insurance syst_s.
The Investment Activities include it for development
and maintenance of Investment systems, and so on.
_hus, in Prudential, basic Corporate responsibility for initially authorizing,
and subsequently following, the expenses for systems development and maintenance is in the hands of the Activity Head, who in each case has expense
responsibility for all budgeted expenses for that Activity, both line and
staff, and not Just the systems development and maintenance expenses alone.
Assigni_g this expense responsibility to the Activity Head is an important way
in which we both stimulate and control efficient ccmputer utilization through
Method i - that is, through developing and installing new or expanded cc_ter
systems. We feel that giving to the Activity Head, who in each case is a
senior Corporate officer, the expense responsibility not only for current
operations of that Activity, but also for development and installation of future computer systems for that Activity, leads to the best resolution of conflicting priorities, and the best overall return on development and installation costs.
Each Activity Head is interested in not Just one, but all 3 of what I consider
to be the most important facets of Method i efficiency improvements, nsmely:
(a)

initiating new systems developments
of the Activity in future years,

to enhance the expense performance

(b)

controlling and following on development and installation
make sure that they are within budgeted limits,

expenses

to
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following through, after installation, to make sure that systems are
working properly, that necessary systems improvements are made. and
that maximum clerical savings are achieved.

As for Method 2 efficiency improvements, that is improving the efficiency of
computer systems and operations, our methods are sc_ahat
different.
Responsibility for st4--,_ating and following on these efficiency improvements fallsp
for the time being at least, primarily on the Activity Head for the Data Processlng Activity, since that Activity by definition includes all expenses for
operating our computer centers.
Over the years, it has been a common phenomenon for computer centers to he
equipped with successively more and more powerful and expensive equil_ent.
About 5 years ago we decided that, in view of the importance to the Company
of its c_._ter
centers, we needed some realistic measure of the efficiency
of operation of each center.
Expenses for each center were already accounted
for in the Data Processing Activity, but we had no reliable measure of the
workload performed by the center, other than such things as Job countsp
elapsed _mn4ug
times, idle times, snspshots of CFJ utilization, a_d so on.
What we set out to develop,
and subsequently have implemented, is a measure
workload, expressed in terms of billingsj that satisfies three objectives:

of

(i)

It includes all useful work performed by the center, both production
and testing, on line and batch, whether performed on large multiprogr_,,,,.4._g
c,:suputers
or smaller, stand-alone or "dedicated" computers.

(2)

It excludes all work of a vendor software overhead nature, such as
r,;_,_ug IBM control progrsms like OS-MVT, ASP and VS.

(3)

It bills work using a set of fixed computer center rates, called
"standard rates", which are applied to the units of computer center
cs_acity required by each Job performed in the center. _he sum of the
billings for all Jobs performed in a given period of time represent
the "income" of the center for that period, and are compared against
the _nses
of the center to determine a _rofit" or "loss" for the
period.

We further have a structure of "standard rates" that we believe fairly reflect
the dsmand of each Job upon the resources of the center - machlnesp people
and supplies.
_his point is important becanse we want to create incentlvesp
not Just for full utilization of ccaputer center resources, but also for
minlmlzin_ the amount of computer center resources required to perform a given
Job.
Sis system of Job billings has been in effect in our coaputer centers for
several years, and results in computer-produced reports of bill_s
end expenses broken down by ma_or _q_plicatlon user, and by individual Job.
_he
existence of these reports has had a considerable beneficial influence in
sti_,_atlng efficiency improvements of the Method 2 type.
For the manager of the co_puter center and his staff, it serves as an income,
expense and _rofitabillty"
statement, with standard billlngs representing the
inc_ae.
One objective of the cumputer center manager is %o increase his
"profitabillty"p which he can do either by reducing expenses or_ more likely,
by m_
sure that expenses increase less rspidly than do billings.
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To aid him in imrsuing this objective, he is encouraged to analyze aspects of
this cu_dter
center operation where utilization is low, where equipment could
be released, or where further efficiency Improvements could free up capacity
to handle
additional work.
Regular analyses of such areas include storage and
utilization of data sets on tape and disk, blocksize factors, channel and control unit utilization, CIWJ utilization by time of day, Job scheduling characteristics of printer utilization, number and frequency of tape and disk setups_ reruns, restarts, etc. Y_nprovements in such areas are often substantial.
_ey usually lead to being able to absorb an increasing workload in the computer center without anything llke a proportional increase in expense, or without major equipment upgrade.
For the director of each systems and progrsmning project, the reports of computer center billings and expenses provide a somewhat different, but equally
important, means to pursue Method 2 efficiency improvements.
For him the
reports show the standard billings incurred for each major system developed or
maintained by his staff, with production and testing shown separately, in each
ec_v_ter center in the Company.
In addition, unit costs are sho_n for production work.
These unit costs are obtained by dividing work volume counts usually transaction or in force counts - into standard billings, with billings
factored down to a "zero profit", or actual expense, basis.
The director of each systemm and programming project can, therefore,
the expense and the unit cost being incurred in each com_uter center
systems which are his responsibility.
He can compare the efficiency
various centers in r_mn_ug his applications, and he can follow_ over
trend of expenses and of unit costs for operating his systems.

follow
for the
of the
time# the

Needless to say, these billing, expense aud unit cost figures form the basis
of a Management By Objectives progrsm aimed st reducing billings and improving
efficiency and unit costs for applications where that action is in order.
For mest of our larger systems in production, computer center costs, as
measured by "zero profit" billings, exceed by a considerable margin the salary
related costs of systems and progr_-_I-_.
We have tried very hard to impress
upon our project directors that they are responsible not Just for developing
systems that result in clerical savings, and for controlling their own staff
costsp but slso for controlling costs incurred in computer centers for their
systems, both testing and production.
We have the usual hardware and software monitors available to indicate areas
of prosr-Bw4ng inefficiency.
Frequently, a modest amount of properly directed
progra_,_n_ effort can yield a very high return in terms of reduced billings.
Typical target areas for this effort are better overlay structures to reduce
disk calling and channel contention, eliminating grossly inefficient coding
indicated by high CH; utilization_ pre-cc_a_iler screening and elimination of
inefficient
co_Hng sequences_
and improved
testimg
techniques.
Finally, on the question of allocating costs for unused computer center capacity and for future
hardware and operating system software pl_,nlng, we basically distribute these costs by line of business in proportion to the actual
use of computer center facilities.
We use the distribution, by llne of business, of actual computer billings during the period_ to perform this
allocation.
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MR. JOHANSEN:
Now I have a couple of co_ents
on Topic _. A few years ago I
had the Job of trying to coordinate the Company's various cc_puter operations.
We had a central EDP system for Personal insurance, we had another for Group,
and we had various other "stand-alone" systems throughout the Company.
As a
result of the studies made at that time, we tried to bring all the independent
systems into the one system.
One of the problems with a merged system is that
when You have to charge your computer operations over several different lines Group Life t Group Health, Personal Life_ Personal Health - you have the proble_ of charging for underutilization of the equipment.
It is a knotty problem.
If you charge for use on a final basis at the end of
the year, then you can spread the underutilization over all users on the basis
of their use charges. You may however get complaints from some of your users.
For example, your Group line has quoted on a particular contract on the basis
of so much for each claim processed b_ EDP. Then they find at the end of the
year that they are being charged a larger unit cost because another computer
was purchased during the year.
We have been examining this problem to find an equitable way of handling it.
One method is to operate the computer center as a profit center and overcharge
everybody.
If there is a profit at the end of the year, a way must be found
to spread the profits.
Another w_y might be to make a small initial charge to
each user and accumulate a fund which is maintained from year to year. In
some years it will increase and in some years it will decrease depending on
overutilization credits or underutilization charges_ but the benefit is that
there is a predictability of charges in advance.
People can budget their EPD
costs. You could also say that the acquisition of a new computer is for the
good of the company.
In such case the underutilization
cost would be spread
as general company overhead.
We haven't settled the problem - we are still
working on it. Probably a lot of others are too.
MR. W. IX]ARE KIDWEIL:
In a small company, we get sales pressure for a wide
variety of types of products.
Since computer systems are generally less flexible than manual systems, it often becomes extremely expensive to accommodate
the product design people.
Do any of you get involved back at the product
design stage in an effort to control the product design to fit your system and
thus cut down the cost of subsequent administration?
MR. BURNS:
Yes. For exsmplep our cc_apany is currently redesigning to come
out with a new line of individual policies.
Right now new business csn be
entered into the system directly without intermediate coding; the entry of
data is very easy for clerical people.
I remind those involved that if this
application is touched, a lot of expense will be incurred to reprogr_
that
whole activity,
bey listen.
Top management needs to realize that something that looks very difficult to
someone outside the EDP area tony be very easy to accomplish while something
that appears easy may actually be difficult.
_hus, involvement with the
people making new product decisions is very important.
MR. JOHANSEN:
We
both the life and
_,
the product
other hand making

have purchased some software to handle some new products in
casualty areas. With the design of the software package in
can be designed so as to mln_m_ze modifications.
On the
a product more saleable is very important too.
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MR. FRANCOIS VACHON:
I have a theory (which is impossible to apply) for
charging for unused computer capacity:
the users who should be charged for
unused capacity are those which have s_plications that are not on the computer but ought to be. _he problem is that you cannot make a llst of such
applications.
MR. JC_EANSEN: We have been thinking about that idea too. Perhaps that is one
of the arguments behind spreading the cost of unused capacity on a corporate
basis without regard to whether or not one uses a c_._uter; eventually almost
everything gets on the computer.
Suppose that a Product A is going to be computerized in 1976, and that an
estimate of required time has been made.
q_en for some reason the Job gets
postponed to 1977 or 1978.
Meanwhile, since one cannot buy a ccmputer and get
it installed at a moment's notice, we are left _rith the extra time. _he problem is that someone has to _ay for it. We have a similar proble_a with timesharing, and we have not yet found a solution that is acceptable to very many
people.
MR. _URCH:
One of the results of our income, expense, and performance
measures has been that for several years, in spite of a steady annual growth
in our workload, we have not, at any point in time, had significs_
_mounts of
spare capacity.
With the hardware options currently available, one can add
capacity in small increments and get within reason almost any desired increment in capacity.
Further, our method of distinguishing between dedicated and
nondedicated charges is geared to discourage the situation of an entire computer being used for a single application.
An application area which wants to
"strike off on its own" in terms of a new type of co_uter
or a new type of
software will have to shoulder the full cost from the start.
This is basically a deterrent for proliferating different varieties of software and
hardware.
MR. JOHANSEN:
On the question of allocating expenses, we have three large
computer centers with a system of alliance between the centers such that if
Center A has an overload, s_me of the work can be sent by wire to computer
center B or C or both, processed there, and then sent back to the users.
The
user may not know at any time which computer is processing his work. However,
it would seem unfair, if center A is overloaded and center R is underloaded,
that the particular user whose Job is being shipped from A to B should pay the
full leased line cost. So the leased llne cost for that kind of operation is
spread over all users without regard to where their work is done.
MR. THC_4AS TIERNEY:
Currently, one of the biggest debates in the coaputer
industry is distributive processing vs centralized processing or, if you will,
mini-computers versus large scale computers.
Are there any cozments on this?
MR. MALTBY:
I cannot say much about it except that I _ a centralist.
I have
seen arguments for having a '_mlni"for this Job, and a "maxi" for that Job,
and a '_nlcro" for another Job; but with the nature of our business one still
has to tie everything together, and a large CPU c_ter
does the Job. Of
course, this does not mean you should not have lines out to your various
branches and centers.
b_. BURNS:
We have Just the "central system with terminal" arrangement in the
s_-4stratlve
offices.
I currently believe that the central system is the
most efficient.
With a number of computers in different places, there is the
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tendency
for people
to want to write
different
programs
with different
modifications
in different places.
Control is lost, and ma_utenance can be a real
problem.
MR. ROY ARTHUR SAUNDERS:
We are thinking of going to distributive processing.
For my ccmpa_y (in contrast to a large company with so much existing computer
power that a relatively small percentage increment can be easily achleved) an
increment of one good mtt_t-_ter
is a substantial increment in cc_ter
power.
We are using a ten year old 360-30 and now require enhanced capacity.
One of the options we are considering is acquisition of one or two "minis",
originally for dedicated operations.
_t they will be udder control of the
EDP department.
It will Just be a dedicated small system which will be integrated with the rest of the system with all operations and progr_ng
under
the standard procedures of progr,_mtn_
man_nt.
User programs will be run
on this "mini", but if there is excess capacity, it will be available to other
users.
I essentially view the distribution as a functional distribution of
actual physical computer power rather than a distribution of all the functions
of EDP syste_,
progr_ug,
and operations.
MR. JONANSEN:
We are currently handling group dental claims in two ways: one
is with a CRT on line to a large computer; the other is a _Inl.cc_ter
on
site, which then connects with a large computer after having ccupleted preliminary processing.
We will compare the two systems; it would appear that
the CRT has an edge.
John Hancock uses a system for progr_
for new applications
Would someone from the John Hancock like to cc_ent on that?

called HIPO.

MR. TI_:
Machine costs have been decreasing relative to personnel costs.
Since machine costs are more measurable, they have tended to be the focus of
our interest, but we need to force ourselves to look toward people productivity,
bat leads us to systems develol_ent and system maintenance costs
whlc_ in turn brings us to the product and how it is built.
One of the
methods of doing it better is the IBM HIPO (Hierarchical Input-Process-Out, t)
system.
HIP0 is really Just systems theory applied to computer progra,m4ng
develoTment.
It involves structuring the development process through a rational
deductive well-thought-out ayproach.
MR. JOHANSEN:
It seems to solve the problem of _k_,,_
sure that both the progr_mntng
group and the user group know, understand, and define precisely what
will be done.
MR. TIERNEY:
Yes. be users are forced by the nature of the HXPO system to
get involved _mch earlier.
Sis plays a very large part in controlling costs.
Problems are precisely defined.
Qualit_ criteria are set - such as functional
independence, interchangeability, and size. If the developed system then
meets those criteria, it will _rk better, cost less money, and be more easily
maintainable.
HIPO is really predocumentation.
It involves the walkthrough, simply a process of writing a particular systems process on a blackboard and then going
through it step by step, and, in effect, troubleshooting.
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Another method in this ares is egoless progran_ng,
which is a process of
taking computer develolxaent from being one's own private art form to a kind of
blueprinting, or public art form. The programmer displays his coding or ideas
on a screen, and allows several people to have a benevolent, well-intentioned,
"shot" at them.
_hls usually results in a much better product.
It is important to remember that tools such as these are only means for
developing a better product and that one must be careful not to let the means
become an end in themselves.
Sere are many situations where their use is
either inappropriate or not necessary.
HIPO, for instance, has proven to be
very useful when _rking with monolithic second-generation languages such as
COBOL or FORTRAN but it is only marginally useful with the more advanced,
segmentable and self-documenting, third-generation languages like PL/I or

AW_L 68.
_le focus in the developmental process should not be on the means but on the
end-product itself - i.e. (I) a system superstructure where modules are engineered together in the simplest (as determined by systems theory formulae)
possible scheme, (2) individual modules that have a good internal coding
structure and the proper external attributes for system linking, and (3)
documentation that is unified and as brief as possible.
On the question of nLini-computers, it is my opinion that they will become an
increasingly important part of insurance company administrative procedures.
Just how i_rtant,
however, is something which I find very hard to guess st.

